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Abstract 

We consider a single-commodity production-inventory supply chain in a supplier- retailer setting with 

batch production for the supplier, batch ordering for the retailer, and intermediate storage between the 

supplier and the retailer. These features have been studied in the literature of supply chain management, 

and are common in practice, especially in retailing and convenience store industries. This study is 

innovative in changing the ownership of commodity at the intermediate storage to enable more flexible 

delivery, as well as in allowing for non-linear cost structures. The supplier determines the number of 

shipments to produce and the retailer determines the number of batches to order. In the paper we suggest 

algorithms to identify the optimal decisions for the integrated, retailer-led, and supplier-led supply 

chains, respectively. The algorithms gain efficiency from pertinent analytical bounds. Numerical 

experiments are reported to benchmark our results against those in the literature and to provide 

sensitivity analysis for the batch lot size and cost parameters. Insights are gained for the integration and 

the operations of the supply chain. 
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